GAINS FROM KNOWLEDGE
OF DISPENSATIONS
God is God of order –His system is genius. His plan of grace for the entire humanity is a
masterpiece of orderliness. He is not a chaotic God. In everything God is well organized. He
created systems for His creation and He designed systems and plans for His creatures to
follow.
An obedient child of God will follow divine system and order. A rebellious believer will settle
in cosmos diabolicus which is arrogance and refusal to live according to divine plan.
A person who refuses to accept, to believe and to live according to divine system and plan,
no matter how organized he is in his physical aspects is a “person of chaos.” His chaotic
mental attitude rejects the systems and organization created by God.
The Christian has no way of knowing the will and purpose of God outside the divine power
system. In the same way, the believer has no way of knowing the will and purpose of God
for, if he focus his life in other dispensations other than his own current dispensation. Inside
human history, every believer belongs to his current dispensation not in the past or future.
It is ridiculous to live in the past, as it is not normal to live for the future. However, some
so-called believers are living in their invented “time.” God and His Word are unchanging. In
essence, God is the same, yesterday, today and tomorrow. He is perfect and ever constant
but the manner He deals with men is changing because men are ever changing.
God is not putting in compromise in His perfect character by bringing changes in human
history. God will compromise His perfection and righteousness if His plan for humanity is
rigid, illogical, unfitted and if He commands something men cannot fulfill.
Since each dispensation has its own-delegated responsibilities, therefore God provided the
resources and capacity for the believers to fulfill their respective responsibilities. The
possession of maximum knowledge of dispensations will relieve the believer from doubts
and many uncertainties –whether or not God holds him responsible for observing certain
practices.
The knowledge of dispensations provides clear-cut direction to the believer; it frees him
from false sense of obligation or guilt. He knows the answers to numerous questions where
others cannot find solutions. Such knowledge will motivate the believer to explore deeper
into the riches of the word of God.
He is able to compare and make relevant contrast between different dispensations. He
understands the implication of many statements in the Scriptures that ordinarily puzzles
and misleads those who are ignorant of Bible doctrine.

The knowledge of the dispensations doctrine does not only provide framework for
understanding the Word of God as a whole that is fragmented into various time segments.
But it also provides protection to the believer from making blurring unbiblical and devious
distinctions. It protects the believer from reversing or distorting a true doctrinal proportion,
and from wicked and selfish application of divine commands.
The doctrine of dispensations teaches what the Christian way of life is – and what it is not.
The dispensational doctrines are therefore, necessary and very important since it provides
sufficient information necessary in the life of the believers. The dispensations are a
guidebook for every believer –it is a vital link for understanding the will and purpose of God.
Each dispensation is unique because the believer receives an imputation or blessing
available only to his dispensation.

